
KAFFEE-FACTSHEET
FRAUENTRAUM

CHARAKTER Geradlinig, echt, sauber, pur und ohne Schnörkel.

ROHKAFFEE

BESCHAFFUNG Direct Trade

HERKUNFTSLAND Single Origin: Ruanda

REGION Kilimbi

PLANTAGE Kilimbi Coffee Washing Station

ANBAUHÖHE 1650 – 1850 m.ü.M

SORTE Arabica

VARIETÄT Bourbon

VERARBEITUNG Honey

PACKUNGSGRÖSSE(N) 250 g
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Name: Kilimbi Coffee Washing Station

Producer Partner: 
Region: 
Country: 
Altitude:
Variety:
Processing:
Drying Period:
Preparation: 
Sorting: 
Packing:

OVERVIEW:

The Kilimbi washing station design and processing lend 
well to produce clean and homogeneous coffee. Add to 
this the thorough washing practices of Muraho Trading 
Company and the outcome is some of the best specialty 
coffee we’ve found in Rwanda. All cherry is hand-sorted 
before a pre-pulp float and under-ripe or damaged cherry 
are removed. Cherry is then put in pre-pulping tanks, 
removing any floaters and later pulped. 

This station was one of the two first washing stations to be 
granted approval to produce natural and honey processed 
coffee in Rwanda. The elevation Kilimbi lends itself to 
produce exceptional honey and natural coffees. 

Dried on traditional African raised beds, cherry is 
meticulously hand sorted before drying, removing any 
visually under ripe cherry, coffee is then floated to further 
separate any low-density cherry. Coffee is laid out to dry 
on well-maintained drying beds. Grass and weeds are 
managed and removed from below the beds to ensure no 
additional moisture raising from the ground during the 
drying stage. Drying beds stretch across a large open 
plain where air flow and sunlight have maximum exposure 
to the coffee as it dries.

Muraho Trading Company
Nyamasheke, Kilimbi, Nyarusange, Gitsimbwe 

Rwanda
1650 - 1850 MASL

Bourbon
Honey 

Raised beds for over 30 days 
Euro Prep 0,20

Color sorted with laser sorters
Grainpro
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The Kilimbi washing station design and pro-
cessing lend well to produce clean and ho-
mogeneous coffee. Add to this the thorough 
washing practices of Muraho Trading Com-
pany and the outcome is some of the best 
specialty coffee we’ve found in Rwanda. 
All cherry is hand-sorted before a pre-pulp 
float and under-ripe or damaged cherry are 
removed. Cherry is then put in pre-pulp-
ing tanks, removing any floaters and later 
pulped.   This station was one of the two first 
washing stations to be granted approval to 
produce natural and honey processed coffee 
in Rwanda. The elevation Kilimbi lends itself 
to produce exceptional honey and natural 

coffees. Dried on traditional African raised 
beds, cherry is meticulously hand sorted 
before drying, removing any visually under 
ripe cherry, coffee is then floated to further 
separate any low-density cherry. Coffee 
is laid out to dry on well-maintained dry-
ing beds. Grass and weeds are managed and 
removed from below the beds to ensure no 
additional moisture raising from the ground 
during the drying stage. Drying beds stretch 
across a large open plain where air flow and 
sunlight have maximum exposure to the 
coffee as it dries.
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